We interviewed 13 female machinima artists to investigate the appeal of machinima for women. Are there any specific qualities of this game-based production that speak to those women? The research looked at engine use, personal situation of artists and motivation, production processes, and dominant themes in female produced machinima. Our findings indicate that machinima as a form of emergent play opens up promising possibilities for women to engage in game and animation production. Traditional social roles of women are present and remain relevant for machinima production but the accessibility of the tools provides a playground for these filmmakers to explore new genres and technologies and it supports the interest in meaningful engagement and artistic expression stated by participants in the study. We conclude that machinima can serve as a useful tool to explore and improve women's position in digital media development.
Introduction
Women comprise only a small fraction of the technical, design, and concept stages of game development. Women constitute approximately 8% for the areas of art, design, and audio. They make up less than 3% in programming (Duffy 2008) . Not only are fewer women making decisions about game design, but they also earn substantially less (nearly $10,000) then male colleagues (Duff 2008) .
While women remain heavily underrepresented in key areas of the game industry workforce, the percentage of female gamers has grown significantly. In 2008, the Entertainment Software Association (ESA) reported that women amount to 40% of the gaming population (ESA 2008) . This increase in female gamers has been mostly through casual games. The Casual Games Association (CGA) reported in 2007, that women comprise 74% of all online casual game players (Casual Gamers Association 2007) . In contrast, other genres such as Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPG) continue to be dominated by a male population. According to a 2008 report, males accounted for 85.4% of MMO players (Yee 2008) . In a previous study from 2006, Nick Yee, a researcher at the Palo Alto Research Center, reported that MMO users under the age of 18 are 96.8% male (Yee 2006) . So while the sheer number of female participation has increased, it remains a minority in this core gaming sector.
Even with increasing player numbers the problem remains: how to improve the situation of women in the game industry? There are a range of different approaches that try to achieve this task. In a 2000 report the American Association of University Women (AAUW) recommends, "Educators, parents, and others should help girls imagine themselves early in life as designers and producers of software and games, rather than as consumers or end users of games" (American Association of University Women 2000). The AAUW also point out "girl friendly" features such as "software that has realistic as well as fantastical content and games that function as simulations of authentic contexts and situations" (ibid.). Accordingly, practice-based research projects like the Alice environment a CMU have shown female engagement through simulations in 3D virtual worlds as one successful method for teaching object oriented programming (Kelleher 2007) .
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We suggest to look at a bottom up approach that is not driven by the industry nor by academia, but by the much more diverse community of players itself. We propose machinima as an indicator for women's interest in game development and a possible gateway into the gaming industry.
Machinima and emergent game play
Machinima is a form of emergent game play using 3D game engines, such as video games, to construct moving images. In machinima, the 'player' turns into a 'producer' who masters the game world and the game technology to create derivative videos. Machinima production often requires a tech-savvy use of complicated game engines, 3D modeling software, and other graphics packages. Over time, the creation of user-friendly tools and software for machinima has made the medium more accessible to users but expertise is still needed in the mastery of a game engine and its scripting/coding environments, the creative use of machinima creation software, expertise in storytelling and film-making -all valuable elements in game design. Machinima communities have been established for multiple game engines and within these communities machinima is continuously developing and maturing technically and artistically. That is why we suggest to look at machinima as an emerging educational tool as well as artistic practice (Lowood 2006) . Machinima fits many of the points suggested by the AAUW as it engages players to become media producers, express themselves creatively in the digital media format, and allows an enormous artistic freedom that can be exercised with improving technical mastery of the rather complex underlying game engine. At the same time, machinima is not driven or controlled by the gaming industry or limited by its structures. Instead, it grows from a bottom up community of independent creatives. Women in these communities spend a great deal of time not only playing the game but also utilizing the underlying engines. Their engagement with the technology reveals emergent forms of game play that may reshape our understanding of what motivates women to use game engines as producers and whether we can trace particularly female traits in their approaches to make machinima. This article focuses on the motivations of why women make machinima, along with the resulting themes and production practices. It is not a comparative study to male machinima production and certainly does not try to open a gender gap. Many practices and motivations for making machinima overlap across genders.
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However, the focus is to better understand those properties appealing to women regardless of similarities or differences to male preferences.
General Methodology
For our study, we conducted thirteen interviews with female machinima makers based on a core questionnaire. Female machinima communities were located by parsing through video uploads and forum postings from popular communities supporting machinima work such as YouTube and Machinima.com. The general search pointed to Second Life, World of Warcraft (WoW), and The Sims 2 as the targeted environments for our study. Female players were recruited from community sites such as YouTube, the mFem Facebook group, Sims99.com, and WarcraftMovies.com. Individual players were selected based on their production activity and presence in the machinima community. Participants interested in the study reviewed the goals and intentions of the research and provided informed consent prior to a scheduled interview time. In total we conducted thirteen interviews between May and August 2008. Ten of the thirteen interviews were conducted through Skype conference calls, which lasted approximately sixty minutes each. Three interviews were conducted through e-mail and written response. While the names and identity of our participants will remain anonymous, we will identify and provide examples of work from established females machinima makers to provide better context of the state of machinima produced by women.
WHO ARE THESE WOMEN?
Our interview group consisted of machinima makers from a diverse background from education, dance, film, and theater to history and electrical engineering. The participants interviewed were from the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. The median age of our participants is thirty-three years old, with a range from twelve to sixty-five years. Thus, it almost matched the average game player's age, which the ESA locates for women in the United States at 35 years (ESA 2008) . Overall, even though the selection of interviewees had to be limited, we note that it seems to reflect the current status quo.
Game engines influence production style, techniques, interests, and themes portrayed in the machinima they can generate. The participants' choice of game engines included: five from the Sims 2, five from WoW, two from Second Life, and one from Moviestorm. Several participants were experienced machinima makers in at least one other game engine.
The Sims 2
In a 2005 BBC-report 38% of female UK gamers between 25 and 50 reported playing simulation games (Pratchett 2005) . The Sims was the most successful game in the simulation genre and amongst female gamers. In 2004, Sims Online producer Jessica Lewis reported
The Sims franchise to have around a 53% female population base (Krotoski 2004) Sims and its' spin-offs to have a 60% female population in online and offline versions (Krotoski 2004 ).
World of Warcraft
WoW was released in 2004, and is currently the largest MMORPG with over 11.5 million worldwide monthly subscribers (Blizzard Entertainment) with portals such as WarcraftMovies.com supporting machinima. A significant difference between machinima production in The Sims and WoW is the role of the guild and its importance to the female machinima producer in WoW. Many of the collaborations and motivations revolve around the relationships developed in these social networks. As a general trend, again differing from the Sims, WoW players often create fantasy-themed pieces because of the genre of the game engine.
The average age of the WoW participants interviewed was 27 and thus younger then the average age of the overall group. They additionally were newer to machinima production than the overall interview group with an average of 2.8 years of experience compared to 3.38 years for the entire interview group and 4 years for the Sims 2 participants.
Second Life
Second Life is a user-generated virtual world and a dynamic emerging platform for machinima. In Second Life, users can buy and create content as well as interact with other
players in an open-ended multiplayer 3D space, which makes it an ideal environment for 6 machinima production. Two of our thirteen participants worked primarily in Second Life touting this feature. Moviestorm are gamers who have transitioned into primarily machinima creation or mainly interested in machinima and do not come from a gaming background. For example, they might be interested in digital animation/filmmaking much more than in video games. The female participants of our study who used Moviestorm tended to be more experienced producers in years practicing and number of productions.
Customization
All of the game engines have a high degree of customization options from modeling tools inside of Second Life, avatar customization features in both WoW and The Sims 2, and custom content communities. The importance of custom content was brought up in interviews across all of the game engines. The availability of customization options and custom content makes sense as an important factor for the machinima artist whose themes, as will be discussed later, are primarily personal life stories and fantasy narratives rather than recordings of pure gameplay that resides in the give content. It also is a sign of mastery not only of game play but extra game content and engine use. Despite differences stemmed from using a particular game engine, we found several trends in motivations, themes, and production practices of the female machinima artists across different game platforms.
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Homemakers to Filmmakers
One trend found across the female machinima makers was the occupation of the homemaker. This trend resonates with demographics and motivations of users in massive multi-player online environments. In Yee's study 13% of female players were homemakers (n = 438); 12.8% full-time students; 11.4% part time students or working; 48% full-time employed; 12.1% unemployed; 2.5% retired (2006) . Out of thirteen machinima makers interviewed for this study, five participants conveyed they were stay-at home mothers currently or had been at one point during their gaming and machinima history. Two additional participants mentioned they were mothers, but did not indicate their current work status. Of the participants interviewed, two indicated they were full-time employed, two were students, two were unemployed, four were homemakers. Other occupations included performer and work in fashion.
The homemaker occupation sets the stage for many of the similarities found among the women interviewed. For one, it situates them in the context of the home and personal computer where gamers traditionally play and create machinima. This is unlike, for example, the arcade or the LAN parties of other player communities. In addition, some of the women's machinima reflect on the role of the homemaker, as will be outlined below. For several, this role both encouraged their entrance into machinima production but could also cause a hiatus.
I felt I was ramping up on a runway, I was going fast on that runway but hadn't quite taken off just yet, then got pregnant and it all came to a screeching halt. I feel like the possibilities that I could do that again [is small]. It's just a lot harder when you have a kid.
You just don't have as much time. (Participant 3, Sims 2)
According to a Forrester study of online women and their media habits, online women are "more family-focused and pressed for time" then online men (Li 2004) . Comparable family motivations were apparent in the females interviewed for our study on multiple levels. Several participants explained how playing games with family members first attracted them to the world of gaming.
When the boys were little, from little to teenagers, I got into consoles. We played as a family thing. We would play Mario Kart Racing. [It was] playing as a family rather then by myself. (Participant 4, Sims 2)
8 Three participants began gaming when they started dating a gamer. According to Yee, 27% of female players were introduced to gaming by a romantic partner, while only one percent of male players were introduced in the same way (Yee 2008) .
Then my fiancé bought me a new PC on my birthday 2 years ago. He also lent me his copy of The Sims 2 and then made me play World of Warcraft (even though I wasn't initially interested in it). Now I think I'm more into it than he is. (Participant 4, Sims 2)
Male partners can also be helpful in the initial set up for machinima production.
Well actually my boyfriend is also a computer crack. He is very good at technical things. He installed all the programs I needed and bought them and helped me a lot learning about technical things I didn't know before. (Participant 5, WoW)
Thus, male partners play some role in the introduction not only of games as media but also as technology. In addition, the influence of partners extends into machinima collaborations and particularly in the writing process.
I don't think I particularly excel in the actually story writing. I use my husband for a lot of that. I wish I was a better storywriter so I could make more, but I have to wait on him to continue. (Participant 3, Sims 2)
Whether homemaker, mother, or partner -the ties to friends and family play an important part in the participants' machinima practice.
Not Hardcore Gamers by own Definition
Forrester defined players into casual, moderate, and hardcore gamers (Jackson 2006 ).
Most of the women interviewed tended to fall into the moderate gamer category, while a few fell into the hardcore segment. More importantly, female machinima makers, for the most part do not consider themselves a 'gamer' as much as a 'Sims 2 player' or a 'Warcraft player.' The 'player' term itself becomes questionable as the participants spent twice as much time producing machinima than in traditional play. Even though most of the participants became serious gamers around the same time they started creating machinima, they tend to see themselves as machinima artists rather than hardcore gamers. In particular the Second Life artists did not consider themselves gamers, but inhabitants of a virtual world.
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On average, MMO players spend twenty-two hours each week in-game (Yee 2008 ). For our study, the average number of hours spent in traditional game play is thirteen hours; the median is fourteen with a range from zero (persons who do not play games) to thirty hours a week or more. While the number of hours in traditional game play is lower than that of Yee's average online gamer, the number of hours each week creating machinima matches closely.
The average number of hours spent creating machinima was 22 hours; the median was 25; with a range from 5 to 40 plus hours a week. Coupling the hours spent in traditional game play with that of machinima creation adds up to an above average amount of time in their game environment. At least two participants said they spent forty hours or more a week creating machinima. Not surprisingly, a couple participants described machinima as a part-time or fulltime job. Notably this does not only mean work in the game engine alone but also with other tools needed for a machinima production.
Jackson argues that "hardcore gamers are typically technically minded, have the tools at hand, and are passionate about the emotive topic of gaming" (Jackson 2006) . Males still primarily dominate this area. In parallel, Jones describes the origin of machinima as being born out of first person shooters (FPS) like DOOM and Quake, which had a fan-base of primarily young men (Jones) . Jones attempts to create a historical trajectory of how male dominance in machinima created a gendered play space mostly appealing to males. According to Jones, this space undermined the early access of machinima technology to women. However, women in machinima do not come exclusively from a competitive or even gaming background and do not necessarily subscribe to the idea of competition. Their differing motivations for creating machinima reveal insight onto their understanding and perception of video games.
MOTIVATIONS
The interviews confirmed other research findings on female game play concerning their motivations to engage in video games. These motivations include a focus on storytelling and socializing. However, the study revealed variations on these traditional motives as well as new ones particular to machinima production.
In a study on gender and play in online games, Yee grouped play motivations into achievement, social, and immersion components (Yee 2008) . His results showed that male players scored higher in the sub categories advancement, mechanics, and competition 10 motivations. Female players scored higher in relationship and customization motivations.
There was very small or no gender difference in socializing, teamwork, discovery, role-playing, and escapism motivations. Across the listed motivations, the average gender overlap was 87 percent. Yee concludes that the overwhelming majority of men and women like to do the same kinds of things in online games (Yee 2008 ). While we use Yee's findings as useful guidelines, some key game worlds of our study's participants were not covered by Yee's research.
Creative Outlet
Making machinima is a creative and artistic practice. Not surprisingly, a commonality shared between the female participants in the interviews was an interest in expressing oneself through various artistic media. Many grew up practicing creative writing, painting, or drawing.
Several had a passion for music and theater. Personal expression was a huge part of the participant's self-identity and motivation for creating machinima. For some of the participants, machinima was a way of extending their artistic work and experience into new fields. For one participant, machinima was a way of extending her background in theater performance into the digital realm. Another participant used her musical talents to create original music for her productions and tailored it to the game world. Often machinima is seen as an artistic outlet but one that demands re-adjustments: This is particularly true of participants who had to compromise their artistic endeavors for other responsibilities such as caretaking and careers.
Machinima gave me another outlet to get the story out. I also like that I can open up a creative side in me that often is suppressed by other things in my life. Through
machinima, I can explore ideas that I probably wouldn't have otherwise. (Participant 1, Sims 2)
Interest in machinima -and by extension into a creative involvement with game technologyis especially powerful due to the artistic (and not the competitive) elements that feed an already existing creative interest.
Storytelling stood out as a key element of expression in machinima. Many of the participants said that as young children, they enjoyed writing and machinima is a way of building on their passion for story creation. Kelleher identified narrative as draw to girls and points to three key elements: it gives girls an opportunity for self-expression, it gives girls an opportunity to think through issues they encounter in their own lives, and it allows them to share stories with meaningful people in their lives (Kelleher 2007) . These key points seem to be reflected in the community of female machinima producers.
Control
Compared to creative expression, control over this process was a motivation that was not vocalized as much, but remained often apparent or implied. All of the women interviewed practiced as writers, camera operators, editors, performers, and directors in their machinima productions. The majority also did not collaborate at any great rate. Most worked on machinima projects by themselves controlling every aspect of production. One participant described her role as "I am the engine and steering wheel and the brains behind the operation." This high level of control includes control of the underlying software.
A unique machinima piece often demands work on virtual sets, characters, in video editing programs, and other graphics packages. Many expressed that they spent a great deal of time building the sets and environments using extra packages (see below) to create graphics, textures, and props for their machinima. The artists actively research not only new artistic but also new technological options and often create highly customized production pipelines. Spurred by their artistic ambition these machinima makers are often eager to learn and adapt new software that supports their machinima production.
Levels of control are also relevant in the use of avatars as digital puppets. This type of control can be reminiscent to a type of doll playing some participants expressed doing as young children.
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It is hard to explain it really. There is something incredibly satisfying about creating a 3D world and having it come alive-a satisfaction from dollhouses and model making-having things come alive with animation. (Participant 2, Sims 2)
This type of analogy has often been used to describe the type of play done inside of simulation games such as the Sims (Vosmeer 2008) . Control, thus, remains an underlying factor but also one that leads to intense involvement with the production tools.
Community
While many participants in this study found the social aspect of machinima highly motivating, it was not typically met through collaboration during production, but more through spectatorship and discussions of the final piece. These artists are involved in digital communities and contribute to relevant sites but communicate more about the result of their work, then about the production itself. Participants in interviews did mention "community" as another motivation for their involvement in machinima and collaborations are no exception for these producers. But the women interviewed tended to collaborate with only one other individual. At the same time, many appreciated their relationships with other members of the international machinima community even though several participants stated that they were not an overly active part of any particular community or only nascent members of the machinima community at large. The larger part of the participants tends to be concentrated within tight knit but more specialized communities that form around their game engine. A significant number of younger women post machinima on YouTube and have successful channels but they barely use it for reasons beyond distribution. The participants perceives also a decline in community participation in some of the groups they participate in, like the mFem Facebook group and Sims99.com. One participant stated, "Women don't post messages." Many of the participants expressed a need for women in machinima to be more vocal and to provide support to their colleagues. This does not indicate reduced social engagement of the machinima artists in general but it might be a result of how the communities in machinima are currently structured. For example, especially the WoW machinima makers displayed a great sense of community inside of their guilds. Overall, WoW machinima artists tended to remain the closest inside of their gaming channel and the least likely to have collaborated with other machinima artists across different game engines.
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On the distribution side, things look different. All participants felt it was important to have others view and appreciate their work. One of the aspects they enjoyed most about machinima was the ability to have something tangible to share with friends and family both online and offline. While collaboration is not a big part of the production process for these participants, they did partake in out-game socializing sharing machinima with friends and family (Taylor 2003) .
Overall, the community aspect remains an attraction for female machinima makers but while their in-game communications and socializing (e.g. in their guild) are often thriving, the machinima forums and especially those that are not game-engine-specific seem to be less relevant.
THEMES
According to a study on the role of women in the film industry "women were most likely to work on romantic comedies, romantic dramas, and documentaries and least likely to work on science fiction, action-adventure, and horror features" (Lauzen 2007 ). These working tendencies might be driven by the roles established in the industry. In machinima, where such given traditions do not exist, women did relate to these genres but also stepped outside this frame. For example, they showed a preference to science fiction and other themes.
Meaningful Games
Female machinima artists are attracted to activity and play which they deem as meaningful. The construction of meaningful stories, thus, is a theme portrayed in the work of many female machinima artists interviewed for this study. Some of these themes cross into political, feminist, or other socially relevant themes. the Japanese ghost story Lafcadio Hearn that tells of a Japanese spirit named Yuki-onna who appears as a tall and beautiful woman with pale inhuman skin. On snowy nights she preys on unsuspecting mortals by using her icy breath to leave them as frozen corpses. In Petit-Mee's Snow Witch Yuki-onna spares a young boy's life under the premise that he never speaks of their encounter. The boy eventually grows up and marries a woman to whom he reveals his secret. His young wife turns out to be Yuki-onna, the snow witch. She spares his life again because of their children but is never seen again. These types of tales have an underlying moral story and lesson. Other participants also employ folktales in their work:
I like to have stories that draw out of the viewer more then something that is just fun or for no reason. I want to write something that has meaning and makes people think of bigger issues. (Participant 3, Sims 2)
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My machinima deals with real life issues and I hope to cause others to challenge their thinking. My machinima is aimed at a younger crowd. I hope to be a guidance in morality in a world full of misguided directions. I hope to use my machinima to help and inspire others. (Participant 1, Sims 2)
Machinima like these might deal with relationships, love, and loss as opposed to a piece "that was cool, shiny, and pretty" as one participant put it. Accordingly, some participants conveyed an interest in politically themed machinima.
Even if the films concentrate on entertainment, they often deviate from the "cool" and Much of the need for consistent stories, meaningful games and activities originates from the role of the caretaker. In a study conducted by Bertozzi and Lee, the authors describe how it was difficult for women to allow themselves to play games because it was an unacceptable use of time unless somehow useful (Bertozzi 2007) . Games that do not offer meaning are considered unproductive. While it seems problematic to generalize social engagement with artistic practice and motivation, a parallel to a form of social context for the produced machinima pieces seems at place. 
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Archetypes
Other themes portrayed in female-produced machinima directly resonate with the types of game features considered as "girl friendly." Fashion reports, soap operas, and music videos are often associated with a female audience and are also prominent among female machinima makers. The female presence in Sims 2 and Second Life coupled with almost unlimited custom content provides the tools to produce highly customized machinima of that kind, which some may view as stereotypical or persistence of clichéd gender roles. However, supporting existing interests in these themes can attract girls to digital media production. The increase of women in technological environments cannot be directed to deny pre-existent interests.
Fashion reports and music videos still depend on the use of technologically sophisticated tools and engines like Second Life or The Sims 2 are well suited for digital fashion shows. By supporting film production of machinima with themes attractive to female audiences, machinima has an additional potential to draw in female engagement. It is, however, significant that machinima production does not presuppose or enforce a gender specific behavior. It merely allows for one. The widespread focus on science fiction and fantasy in machinima demonstrates that female-produced machinima are indeed free to explore their own themes.
PRODUCTION PRACTICES
Machinima production usually depends on a number of technological conditions: preproduction, in-game production and capturing, and post-production. The choices to make are the same for all machinima artists but some typical behavior seems to apply to women.
Focus on Single Engine
Overall, the participants in the study expressed a tendency to focus on a single game engine for their machinima production. Most of the women interviewed felt that their chosen engine was sufficient for what they were trying to create and gave them the best tools for their work. Some participants heavily researched different game engines upfront. Two participants used at least four game engines, and one participant claimed to use close to ten different game engines for machinima. One participant even claims to have lost count of the different game engines she has used for machinima. That is why the average number of game engines used by the participants in the study to create machinima was close to three (2.8). However, 19 the majority of women used at most two game engines. Typically they tried another similar game engine or stuck to their initial one.
It has been argued that men gravitate toward the latest technology and financial activities in digital media while women tend to communication and problem solving (Nail, 2005) . If such a distinction prevails in machinima the format itself adjusts the impact. While machinima is certainly dependent on its underlying technology, early adaptation of the newest game engine does not automatically lead to improved quality of the final result. Instead, early adaptor machinima pieces are often limited in their artistic conception as the producers are not yet familiar with the engine they are using. Insofar, machinima production offers somewhat of a pocket within the ever-evolving gaming technology, one that might be especially attractive to women.
Exploring Technology
Another part of this technological exploration and exploitation is the use of game hacks that often demand in-depth knowledge of the game engine itself to allow machinima artists to tweak the game engine into a certain performance. Finally, game-external software tools used for production and post-production were consistent amongst the women and mirror common trends for machinima production in general. Most used a variance of Adobe products for work on visuals, Fraps to capture the footage from screen, Audacity for sound production, and various engine specific tools such as the map viewer and model viewer for WoW.
A common practice among the women was that the longer they had been making machinima, the more they invested in better computers and software programs. Kate Fosk, of Pineapple Productions, is one such practitioner in machinima. Her research into different methods for machinima production has led her to employ the animation technique of 'Anymation' or the use of all available tools for digital expression. In her experimental film Voices (2008) she uses iClone, Moviestorm, and ZenCub3D, all of which are nontraditional game engines. Voices is an unstructured narrative about one man's battle with insanity. Most of the women interviewed had little to no experience with video production before they began creating machinima and most of the women were successfully self-taught when it came to using tools today. In this regard, machinima seems to indeed operate as an effective gateway for women into digital technologies on a larger scale. Machinima avoids many pitfalls of traditional media education as it is operating bottom up, driven by the community of players. Although social norms certainly apply to these communities, the unstructured basis of machinima production provides an open entry point into digital production techniques. The women interviewed for this study have embraced this format mainly as a way of artistic expression. They do not necessarily consider themselves to be 21 hard-core gamers, nor do they blindly follow technical innovations in the industry but they are more focused on single game environments for their machinima production.
Machinima allows them to realize their artistic vision while it also served as an introduction into specific game technology (such as editors, model viewers, 3D modeling packages) and other digital technologies (such as editing, post-production of sound and image, and methods of distribution). Insofar, machinima manages to bring female artists closer to the game technology and the game production pipeline.
Finally, using machinima as a lens for understanding other emergent game behaviors can help to better understand female 'play'. Emergent behaviors of machinima creation such as story telling, role-playing, player expression, and heightened empowerment provide a lens for examining aspects of game play particular to female interests.
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